Dear customer:                                 Dianna Ponting Fine Art Prints

Thank you so much for your interest in my work.  These new art prints or giclées as they are referred to, are an exciting and flexible way to combining custom printing to exacting standards with your personal requirements.  The scanning process used to capture the image is so great that oversized prints retain all of the information found in the original artwork. 200-year Archival fade-resistant pigmented inks are used in the printing process.

Let me first explain the various types of prints available and their advantages.

Fine art paper prints on 100% cotton rag paper have a 2-inch white border surrounding them.  Print sizes are shown here as image size only, not including the white border. Suitable for framing.

All canvas prints are printed on cotton poly-blend, pre-primed canvas and fixed with a water-based UV protective coating.  Printing on canvas gives the look of an oil painting and eliminates the need for glass.  *Edges of stretched canvas can be left white, printed in black or any other colour or “mirrored” which means that it a mirror image of the front is created as it turns the corner.  This creates the illusion of the painting being wrapped around the bars.  I only do the mirror effect on prints that suit the process.  All others are finished either in the most predominant dark colour in the painting or in a colour of your choice that suits the work.

Regular canvas prints are stretched onto 5/8” deep stretcher bars.  This type of printing is usually reserved for pieces that are to be framed but can look very nice with small prints. The side or depth of the edge remains white but can also be printed in color or ‘mirrored’ for an additional $8.00 charge. 

Deep canvas prints are stretched on either 1.5 or 2-inch deep stretcher bars which make them suitable for hanging unframed with the sides finished as above* or left white.  The quote here is for 1.5-inch bars and printed sides.  For quotes on 2-inch bars or white sides, please contact me. 

Print price quotes:                    Original size of Nathan Creek * is 11 x 14.5 unframed

Image size in inches
Fine art paper
Regular canvas ⅝” 
Deep canvas 1 ½”
 
(2” white border surrounding image)
(framing recommended)
(white edge)
(framing not required)




7.5 x 10 
$20.50
$27.50
$42.00
* 11 x 14.5
$43.00
$57.50
$74.50
16 x 21
$91.00
$121.50
$143.50
 19 x 25
$128.50
$171.50
$197.50
22.5 x 29
$175.50
$234.00
$265.50




Larger sizes available on 2” bars.   Un-stretched canvas prints (rolled for shipping) also available

You may order any size you wish…you need only measure the width or height of the space you have available to hang in which to hang or select the price range you are comfortable with.  If space is at a premium and you are considering framing the print, please be careful to estimate the overall size it will be when framed when making your decisions.   

Contact me for to order or further a quote        ponting@ponting.com	  604-856-2063 	

Pick up in Burnaby, BC Canada directly from the printer is at 4475 Wayburne drive – no charges  
Pick up at my studio is at 28551 58 Ave, Abbotsford, BC Canada – possible charges if not in stock.   file_0.png
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